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Abstract. Mocha is a model checker based on the theme of
exploiting design modularity: instead of manipulating unstructured state-transition graphs, it supports the hierarchical modeling framework of Reactive Modules. The hierarchy is exploited by the tool in three ways. First, verication tasks such
as renement checking can be decomposed into subgoals using
assume-guarantee rules. Second, instead of traditional temporal logics such as CTL, Mocha supports Alternating Temporal
Logic (ATL), a game-based temporal logic for specifying collaborative as well as adversarial interactions between the components
of a design. Third, the search algorithms incorporate optimizations based on the hierarchical reduction of sequences of internal
transitions. This report describes a new release, called jMocha,
which is implemented in Java and supports many new features,
including an extensive GUI and a scripting languages for the
rapid prototyping of verication algorithms.

An abbreviated version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the 23rd
IEEE/ACM International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE 2001), pp. 835{836.
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1 Introduction
Model checking is emerging as a practical tool for automated debugging of
embedded software 6, 7, 10]. In model checking, a high-level description of
a system is compared against a logical correctness requirement to discover
inconsistencies. Since model checking is based on exhaustive state-space
exploration, and the size of the state space of a design grows exponentially
with the size of the design, scalability remains a challenge. Thus, a main
goal of our research is to develop techniques for exploiting modular design
structure during model checking. The model checker jMocha is based on
this theme: instead of manipulating unstructured state-transition graphs, it
supports the hierarchical modeling framework of Reactive Modules 3].
jMocha is a growing interactive software environment for specication,
simulation, and verication. It is intended as a vehicle for the development
of new verication algorithms and approaches. jMocha oers:
(1) A graphical user interface that looks familiar to Windows/Java
users.
(2) A simulator that displays traces in a message-sequence-chart
fashion.
(3) Requirement verication both by symbolic and enumerative
model checking.
(4) Implementation verication by checking trace containment.
(5) A proof manager that aids compositional and assume-guarantee
reasoning.
(6) A scripting language for the rapid development of new verication algorithms.
jMocha is available publicly at http://www.eecs.berleley.edu/~mocha.
jMocha is written in Java and uses native C-code BDD libraries from
Vis 5] it is a successor and extension of the original Mocha tool 2],
which is written entirely in C.

2 The Modeling Language
The language Reactive Modules 3] is a modeling and analysis language
for heterogeneous concurrent systems with synchronous and asynchronous
components. As a modeling language it supports high-level, partial system
descriptions, rapid prototyping, and simulation. As a language for concurrent systems, it allows a modular description of the interactions among the
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components of a system. As an analysis language it allows the specication
of requirements either in temporal logic 4] or as abstract modules.

3 The Graphical User Interface
As in modern Windows or Java tools, the interaction between the user and
jMocha is controlled by a graphical user interface. One may use jMocha
as a syntax-directed editor for the Reactive Modules language. Once one
has edited and saved a tree of les jMocha may generate a proof context (or
state ) in a separate Project window provided there are no syntactic errors.
The context is shown in a convenient tree notation. A selected node in the
tree (module or judgment) may be then simulated and veried, respectively.

4 The Simulator
The behavior (executions) of a reactive system can be visualized in a messagesequence-charts (MSC) like fashion by using the simulator. To run the
simulator, the user selects a module and the submodules/variables to be
traced. For each selected variable, a vertical line shows its evolution in
time. The value of a variable is displayed only when it changes. Clicking
on a box, which displays a change, shows which other variables (and values) contributed to the change. The same format is used to display the
counter-examples generated by the model checkers during failed verication
attempts. The simulator can be used either in random-simulation or in
guided-simulation mode.

5 The Invariant Checkers
jMocha allows the specication of requirements in a rich temporal logic

called alternating temporal logic (ATL) 4]. By far the most common requirements are invariants, and thus it is of utmost importance to implement
invariant checking eciently. jMocha provides both ne-tuned enumerative and symbolic state search routines for invariant checking. The enumerative, state-based algorithms are often preferable for asynchronous systems
the symbolic, decision-diagram based algorithms, for synchronous systems.
More general ATL formulas can be checked by dening algorithms using the
scripting Slang, as shown in Section 7. These algorithms can call on both
enumerative and symbolic search as subroutines.
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5.1 Enumerative Invariant Checking

The enumerative checker uses the standard on-the-y algorithm for detecting violations of invariants starting from the initial states. We have implemented various features and optimizations in the jMocha enumerative
search engine. For example, as in Spin 10], each state (excluding combinational variables) is stored as bit string to save space using compression.
For asynchronous modules jMocha provides a search heuristic called hierarchical reduction 1] that merges several internal steps into one, and this in
a hierarchical manner. For well-structured architectures such as rings and
trees, this leads to signicant savings.

5.2 Symbolic Invariant Checking

While the enumerative checker works directly on the internal representation
generated by the parser, the symbolic checker works on a multi-valued decision diagram (MDD) encoding provided by the Vis C-package from Berkeley
5]. The checker consists of two components: a model generator and an invariant checker. The model generator produces an MDD representation of
the transition relation and of the set of initial states. The transition relation is partitioned in a conjunctive form. The invariant checker uses an
image computation routine from Vis that has an ecient early quantication heuristic. While most of the symbolic model checker is written in Java,
it calls the Vis MDD routines, written in C, to construct and manipulate
MDDs eciently. A main objective of this release of the symbolic model
checker is to support bit vectors and arrays eciently.

6 The Renement Checkers
Renement checking gives users the possibility to verify if a module P (the
implementation) renes another more abstract module P 0 (the specication). Formally, P renes P 0 if the traces of P are contained in the set of
traces of P 0 . Due to the high computational complexity of checking trace
containment, the renement checkers in jMocha check if the specication
module simulates the implementation module assuming that (1) the specication contains no private variables, and (2) all variables of the specication
appear in the implementation as well. In this case, simulation checking
reduces to checking a transition invariant: rst, each initial state of the
implementation must be an initial state of the specication, and second,
each reachable transition of the implementation must satisfy the transition
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relation of the specication 9]. This can be done eciently using either
enumerative or symbolic search.

Compositional and Assume-Guarantee Reasoning

jMocha supports compositional rules that allow to decompose the proof of

renement between composite modules to the proof of renement between
their submodules (in the most general context). For the more complex cases
in that a module renes another module only in a particular context (e.g. the
specication context) jMocha also provides assume/guarantee rules 3, 9].
Given a renement judgment, the proof manager (or prover) of jMocha
suggests all decompositions that are possible according to a built-in database
of proof rules, which includes the compositional and assume-guarantee rules.
Once a rule is selected, the premises are added to the proof manager as new
proof goals, and they are displayed in the judgment browser. The user
can then apply either further decomposition rules or discharge each proof
obligation by invoking the renement checker.

7 The Scripting Language Slang
Slang is a Scripting LANGuage for the verication of Reactive Modules,

designed with the goals of rapid prototyping of verication algorithms and
automation of verication tasks. In addition to the usual datatypes, Slang
provides access to the datatypes specic to jMocha, including module expressions, logical expressions, mdds, and module variables. It also provides
several predened functions that implement various model-checking tasks
(e.g. pre, post, init). This functionality of Slang is sucient to model
check all ATL and -calculus requirements and to compute state equivalences such as bisimilarity, over nite-state as well as innite-state systems
(in the latter case, a Slang script may not terminate) 8].
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